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you’re liable not to notice them.
The Cedar Waxwing’s name derives from a
fondness for cedar berries and from the waxy, red
appendages at the tip of many adult wings. Besides that unusual field mark, the bird also looks
like it dipped its tail into bright yellow paint. Both
markings are fun to spot on this species.
The good news is that it is possible to find
Cedar Waxwings during all seasons in Barrington. While many may migrate short distances
southward, a good number will hang around even
during winter, usually in large flocks, wheezing
their shrill calls as they fly en masse in search of
persistent fruit and descend on a tree or bush to
gorge on the berries they prize.
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Article reprinted with permission from
365Barrington.com.
Enjoy more Birds of Barrington at
http://birdsofbarrington.com/
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CEDAR WAXWING—THE BERRY BIRD
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